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SUMMARY  

Africa has the highest number of sites on the World Heritage List in Danger.  This largely 

reflects the poor management and conservation of the continent’s World Heritage sites as 

reflected in the State of Conservation reports.   Most of these sites are in conflict areas and the 

situation is as a result of political, economic and social conflicts.  

A seminar to review the state of conservation of World Heritage Sites with special focus on 

sites in conflict and post conflict regions of Africa was held at the National Museums of Kenya 

in Nairobi between 2nd and 3rd September 2009.  The seminar was opened by Dr. Jacob Ole 

Mairon, the Permanent Secretary, Ministry of National Heritage and Culture on behalf of the 

minister, Hon. William Ole Ntimama.  The seminar was jointly organized by the African World 

Heritage Fund (AWHF), National Museums of Kenya (NMK), IUCN, ICCROM and UNESCO - 

World Heritage Centre.  

The seminar brought together 34 participants from inter-governmental organizations, 

agencies, international organizations, regional institutions and also policy and decision 

makers concerned with conservation and management of cultural and natural properties.  

(The full list of participants is attached as annex I). 

The objective of the seminar was to review and discuss the situation in various countries in 

Africa affected by conflicts. The seminar also deliberated on possible actions to be taken to 

address the situation with special focus on World Heritage Sites in conflict and post conflict 

situations. The participants made suggestions on what can be done in these critical areas 

particularly in regard to mitigation and monitoring mechanisms. The participants also 

reflected on the following issues:    

o Definition of Conflict and Post Conflict Areas. 
o  Identification of regions/countries and sites that fall within Conflict and Post conflict 

areas.  
o How do we deal with the situation?  

o Scope and strategy of the proposed programme for intervention. 

o What priority measures should we take? 

o Monitoring and Response Mechanisms. 

Representatives from Democratic Republic of Congo, Uganda, Sudan, Madagascar, Zimbabwe, 

Kenya, Guinea, Niger and Cote‘d Ivoire presented on the situation in their countries.  There 

were also presentations by representative from ICCROM, UNESCO World Heritage Centre, 

IUCN, Trust for African Rock Art (TARA) and the African World Heritage Fund.    

(Given the complexity and magnitude of conflict situations the focus for the next five years will be on 
World Heritage Sites in post conflict countries in Africa). 
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1. OPENING SESSION  

The meeting started with a round of introduction from the participants. (See the appendixes). 

a) Remarks by Dr. Idle Farah, Director General, National Museums of Kenya 

Dr. Farah started by welcoming the participant to the National Museums of Kenya and to 
Kenya.  He cited Africa under- representation in the listing of World Heritage Sites as 
unfortunate saying that the seminar is an important action towards ensuring more 
representation of the many heritage sites in the continent. 
 
Dr. Farah also pointed out that Africa is the continent with the biggest number of endangered 
sites and urged the workshop participants to work towards finding a solution that would help in 
reducing these threats. 

 
b) Remarks by Mr. Ali Kaka, IUCN Regional Director 

Mr. Ali Kaka emphasized the fact that the most endangered Heritage sites are in Africa and 

suggested that heritage professionals in Africa should come up with ways that would enable 

more Heritage Sites in Africa be recognized and listed. He reiterated that African Sate Parties 

should also utilise the expertise available from organizations like IUCN to help in capacity 

building in the listing and systematic management of World Heritage Sites. Mr. Kaka informed 

the participants that IUCN is willing to assist with the documentation and listing processes of 

these sites.  

c) Remarks by Ms. Leila Maziz, World Heritage Centre –UNESCO 

Ms. Leila Maziz thanked organizers of the meeting and expressed deep appreciation to all 

partners involved in the organization of the workshop. She pointed out that many African 

countries face challenges in identification and listing of World Heritage Properties and at the 

moment only 9% are listed. Also, only a handful of countries have ratified the 1972 World 

Heritage convention. She emphasized that the World Heritage Committee has requested the 

World Heritage Centre and its partners to be better focussed in responding to urgent needs of 

World Heritage Sites in Africa and promote systematic site monitoring activities.  

Ms. Maziz emphasized that the protection and conservation of the World Heritage Sites needs 

the support and cooperation from interested actors, who include the site managers, national 

authorities, local population and UNESCO for promotion of systematic site monitoring activities.  
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d) Remarks by Dr. Webber Ndoro, Director, African World Heritage Fund (AWHF)  

Dr. Webber Ndoro started by thanking Kenya government for the continued support to the 
African World Heritage Fund and paid tribute played by Kenya for championing conservation of 
heritage sites in Africa and pledges to the Africa World Heritage Fund. Dr. Ndoro also thanked 
all the participants for attending. 
 
He said that AWHF was launched to support the effective conservation and protection of 
natural and cultural heritage of outstanding universal value in Africa. One main objective of 
AWHF is to improve the conservation and management of the World Heritage Sites in the 
African continent.  
 
Adding that Africa has the highest number of sites on the World Heritage List in Danger, Dr. 
Ndoro said that this reflects lack of proper management of these sites in Africa. Most of these 
sites are in conflict and post conflict regions. The inadequacies of the management and 
conservation of World Heritage Sites in Africa is further reflected in the State of Conservation 
reports. He said that it is important that the seminar examines the possibility of developing 
pilot projects to address sustainability of these sites and involvement of local communities to 
ensure the desired state of conservation is achieved.   
 
Dr. Ndoro stressed that the pilot project will not just address management and conservation 
problems but also issues of sustainability of sites in question and community involvement. Dr. 
Ndoro said that there is need to also look at challenges of mismanagement, increased resource 
exploitation, dysfunctional institutions and diminishing of government resource allocation. In 
this regard, Dr. Ndoro pointed out that the seminar should therefore reflect on definition of 
conflict and post conflict areas – what are we referring to? Which areas? What are the 
challenges in these areas; how do we deal with the situation? Scope and Strategy; what priority 
measures should we take? Monitoring and Response Mechanism and finally come up with 
recommendations and way forward.  
 
Dr. Ndoro maintained that it is important to note that whatever project/program we agree on 

is result oriented and leads to better conservation and management practise for World 

Heritage Sites. The efforts must be grounded in reality and must be simple and be based on a 

practical approach. 
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e) Remarks by Hon. William Ole Ntimama, Minister of State for National Heritage and 

Culture as read by the Permanent Secretary 

Started by expressing apologies from minister who was held up in another state function.  

The Permanent Secretary (PS) Dr. Jacob ole Mairon started by informing the participants that 
the government of Kenya is committed to the management and protection of our cultural and 
national heritage sites for the benefits and enjoyment of both local and international 
communities.  He confirmed that the Seminar was timely as conflict is of great concern in 
Africa.  Poor management and conservation of heritage sites in  
 
Africa has led to them being the most endangered in the world and he pointed out the roles of 
Member states, UNESCO, AWHF during outbreak of conflicts and disputes must be clearly 
underscored. 
 

The PS acknowledged the fact 
that the wide pool of experts in 
this seminar will play a key role in 
advising mediation efforts in 
regions experiencing conflicts and 
those emerging from conflicts.  
This seminar is commendable as 
it will asses post conflict 
rehabilitation of world heritage 
sites.  He recalled that a number 
of countries in the region are 
emerging or have recently 
emerged from conflict including 
Kenya and are facing a lot of 
transitional challenges thus need 

 
 
 

support. Therefore, the workshop is commendable and it is hoped that it will address 
components of post-conflict reconstruction and rehabilitation of the world heritage sites. 
 

He called to the attention of participants that Peace in the region with Heritage Sites is not just 
the absence of conflict but also require addressing the conditions that fuel conflict in these 
regions. It is for that reason critical to put in place sustainable measures to tackle foreseen 
factors that are likely to threaten world heritage sites e.g. poverty, unemployment, food 
insecurity, HIV/AIDS and population pressures. He revealed that in Kenya’s Lamu World 
Heritage site is one such site facing threat due to grabbing of water catchments area. The 
biggest threat Lamu faces is linked to Human activities and the pristine beaches in the area are 
slowly disappearing. Often heritage and historical sites of great value suffer in the interest of 

The Permanent Secretary Dr. Jacob ole Mairon giving the key opening 

address. 
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short term gains that result in long term loses. In addition he identified the Mau forest complex, 
a water tower that feed most lakes and rivers in the country, has also been affected by political 
and tribal conflict as a result of scramble for limited resources. 
 
The Permanent Secretary affirmed that the Government of Kenya is aware of threats to these 
sites and experts have the great responsibility to come up with recommendations to help 
governments act on these threats and ensure that the world heritage sites are free from these 
threats. He finally stressed the fact that Kenyan government fully supports any initiative to help 
conserve these sites and is appreciative of the support of partners like IUCN, AWHF, and 
UNESCO amongst others and will continue offering support to like- minded partners to ensure 
that World Heritage Sites in Africa are safe from conflicts. 
 
 

2. SESSION ONE - PRESENTATIONS 

a) Remarks from attending Institutions 

Remarks by Dr. Webber Ndoro -African World Heritage Fund (AWHF)  

Dr. Webber Ndoro asked the 
participants to look at possible pilot 
projects/programmes that will help 
sites in conflict and post conflict areas.  
In addition, he requested the 
participants to define what conflict 
areas are and what conflict is – is it 
restricted to armed conflict alone like in 
DRC? or can social and political conflict 
areas also be addressed since they face 
the same problem of management of 
sites – absence of management systems 
and exploitation of resources; non-
functioning institutions; political 
instability leading lack of allocation of resources to these sites. He questioned whether “we can 
implement a short term program to help some countries mitigate or recover from conflict? If 
so, can the solution be fairly simple and straight forward.” He hoped a solution can be found 
that can make changes for the better.  
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Remarks by Mr. Ali Kaka - IUCN  

Ali Kaka started by saying this is a historic 
meeting for IUCN since it is part of current works 
to increase activities in Africa. World Heritage is 
taken seriously and enjoys support at the highest 
level. He thanked all participants and told them 
that this was a great opportunity to move 
forward to address this difficult issue.  
 

He reiterated that the timing of the meeting was 
good since already additional support from Swiss 
foundation for Heritage has been received and 
this will go towards capacity building. He pointed out that funding to support conservation and 
management of listed sites should be utilized to address challenges.  He further stressed that 
Africa has the best balance of natural and cultural sites but it is facing a challenging situation 
since 10 out of 11 endangered sites are in Francophone countries and there has been no 
nomination of natural site from Africa in the last ten years. Mr. Kaka recognized conflict and 
post conflict situations as a big impact on the work in heritage sites, while establishment of 
management on these sites as the biggest challenge. 
 
He suggested that the key point is to get down to practical issues. Look at specific sites and 
issues and the pool of experts will help identify critical areas. He mentioned that in Central and 
West Africa regions there are 16 natural World Heritage Sites.   

 

Remarks by Mr. Gamini Wijerurija - ICCROM  

Gamini acknowledged the gravity of the situation and various attempts made by advisory 

bodies and partners to bring about solutions. He emphasised that coming up with solutions is 

an evolving process, in this context identification of this solutions is lauded. He stated that 

according to the State of conservation report of the 177 reports presented, 67 were impacted 

by development and infrastructure, 49 were impacted by human activities, 23 by natural events 

and disasters, 18 were impacted by the poor management and 20 by other issues.  

 Mr. Gamini proposed 4 key areas for further discussions as follows:  

 1. Conflict – The need to inquire how conflict affects heritage sites; direct negative impact and 

understand that conflict are used as excuses for everything; 

 2. Management Systems – International institutional systems of management must be 

analysed critically to find out whether they have changed sufficiently. Slow and inadequate 
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institutional development is one of the real issue we must work with others to integrate heritage 

concerns. Are our institutions ready to take up these challenges? 

 3. World Heritage state of conservations needs discussion- Are our state parties aware of these 

processes? Let us look beyond protectionism to conservationism. Can we think of communities 

as true guardians of these sites.  

 4. People: Look at the involvement of the communities. 

 

Remarks from Institut Congolais pur la Conservation de la Nature (ICCN) - Mr. Pauline 

Ngobobo 
 

Mr. Pauline Ngobobo started by explaining the main areas of ICCN operations as research, 

conservation and Peace. He pointed out that the Democratic Republic of Congo (DRC) has a 

long history of conservation dating back to 1925. Currently 50% of tropical forest in Africa is in 

DRC. ICCN works with local communities and at the moment, five World Heritage Sites in DRC 

are listed as endangered. He also identified the main challenges to include; administration 

inadequacy; population growth and army occupation. However the greatest challenge is peace 

given that in most cases we have to make a choice between conservation and peace. 

 

Remarks by Mr. Terry Little - Trust for African Rock Art (TARA)  

Mr. Terry Little began by giving background information about TARA. He informed the 

participants that TARA is a Pan-African NGO based in Nairobi that is concerned with 

documentation of Rock Art to promote awareness and conservation of these heritages. 

Currently there exist 50,000 images of Rock Art from Africa alone and there are nine WHS from 

Africa with rock art. 3 Keys issues according to TARA included: 

- Importance of Documentation of heritage sites for continuance, historical purposes and 
information sharing. 

- Community involvements bring out benefits that help in ensuring that they- the 
community are in the frontlines for conservation of heritage as a defence against 
destruction. 

- Post conflict. The ground breaking ceremony for Abasuba Community Museum in 
western Kenya took place during the post conflict season clearly brought out humanity 
and solidarity within an area that soon after experiencing conflict. For this reason, we 
cannot over emphasize humility as an important issue. 
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Remarks from UNESCO – World Heritage Centre: Ms. Leila Maziz 

Ms. Leila Maziz presented on the 

ongoing UNESCO-WHC project in DRC 

geared towards promoting and 

preserving the endangered World 

Heritage Sites in the DRC. Currently 

there are five endangered sites in the 

DRC. Parks are also at a threat since 

they are rich in minerals.  It should 

also be noted that it is not just conflict 

but there are other issues like natural 

disasters which if not well managed 

can be a threat to World Heritage Sites. 

 

Suggestions and comments by the participants  

It is important to discuss and 

highlight the role of communities 

where the Sites are situated. 

There is need to decide on what 

institutions to focus on – which ones 

should be engaged in efforts to 

manage these sites. 

The seminar should identify what 

tools of management can be used in 

conservation and protection of 

these sites. 

There need to address political, social and economic issues at the sites; - Issues like illegal 

fishing, illegal grazing mining, agricultural, encroachments which are at the heart of livelihoods 

in Africa should be taken into consideration.  

Issues beyond conservation should also be addressed.   

Issues raised touch on core of all WHS and not just the conflict theme. It is important to try and 

set desired state of conservation for individual sites; a lot of work has been done so far there is 
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no need to reinvent the wheel, focus should be on what is being done and see if it is working and 

what can be done without duplication but complementing the existing efforts. 

The forum should also come up with a stand as part of conservation group that re-affirms the 

protection of World Heritage Sites. 

It should be noted that Heritage component can be used as a means of promoting peace in 

conflict and post conflict areas. 

 

b) Remarks from Country Representatives 

ZIMBABWE 

Zimbabwe has not yet defined what 

conflict and post conflict situations are, 

However  political experiences that the 

country has faced in the past few years 

have had a few impacts on the country; 

elections and subsequent results have 

lead to a multiple of responses both by 

the national and international 

communities. 

Perceptions that elections were 

irregular provided a general trend towards political isolation of the country that had a major 

impact in the country. This leads to economic collapse which directly impacted on institutions 

including Heritage sector which normally is not a priority for government funding. 

Support from multi-lateral institutions was affected; relations with countries like Sri-Lanka and 

Norway that used to support most of Zimbabwe’s Heritage Sites were affected and the 

arrangements collapsed. Requests for conservations support were not addressed and received 

well. 

Inflation: Budgets kept changing erratically due to impossible inflation rates and were rendered 

irrelevant. Shortage of goods and services required for smooth working had a great impact on 

management of heritage sites. 
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Flight of skills; with the economic problems heightening, people moved to areas that paid well 

while accommodating their skills. Critical staffs seek alternative employment elsewhere thus 

crippling the functions of heritage institutions.  

Zimbabwe has five heritage sites; Sites like Great Zimbabwe, that once enjoyed a lot of support 

from institutions like European Commission, however this year, they received no support thus 

work done over the years has been affected. 

 

Specific Challenges 

Capacity redevelopment and human resources. Conservation centre at Great Zimbabwe for 

documentation and replications of best practices. This centre has now slowly become 

dysfunctional. 

Community Threats- land occupation and competition for natural resources has led 

communities settling within the vicinity of most sites. There is need to make the community co-

exist with these sites. 

Theft of cultural objects – economic hardship has lead to a lot of valuable cultural objects being 

stolen. 

Presentation: There is low level of maintenance in most heritage sites as they are not given 

priority.  

 

SUDAN  

Sudan has a climatic diversity ranging from 

rich savannah to semi desert and desert 

conditions, which provide it with a wide 

variety Cultural heritage and Natural 

heritage resources. The country is divided 

along lines of religion (70 per cent Muslim, 

25 per cent animist, 5 per cent Christian). 

Sudan has been witnessing recurrent 

conflict since independence (in 1956). The 

most significant conflict was between the 

North and South since 1956 until 2005. 
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Conflict- mostly internal conflict which sometimes extends to other countries, causes political 

and economic marginalization; scarce farmland and water resources and prolonged drought 

amongst other challenges. 

What is the Government of Sudan doing to safeguard Heritage Sites 

By the National constitution of Sudan (2005) state in Article 4 that: (the cultural and social 

diversity of the Sudanese people shall be the foundation of national cohesion and shall not be 

used for causing division). As a result of the Comprehensive Peace Agreement (CPA) 2005 

,which put an end to the war in the South, they put a strong emphasis on the issues of cultural 

diversity by placing it at the very beginning of the transitional constitution-Article 1(1)stipulates 

that "the Republic of the Sudan is a sovereign, democratic, decentralized ,multi-cultural, multi-

racial, multi-ethnic ,multi-religious state(…) it is an all embracing homeland wherein races and 

cultures coalesce and religious co-exist in harmony. 

In 2007 the Ministry of Culture, Youth and Sport developed a framework of cultural 

development. The aim of this Document is to places on safeguarding and promotion of the 

cultural heritage and Identity of the people of Sudan. Recently, the Sudan Government ratified 

the international convention 2003 “Safeguarding tangible and intangible cultural heritage “and 

also the convention of 2005. 

 

UGANDA 

In Uganda there are two WHS – Rwenzori Mountains National Park and Bwindi Impenetrable 

National Park which both neighbour the Democratic Republic of Congo.  

Ruwenzori: Rwenzori was 

designated as a World Heritage site 

in 1994 and listed as endangered in 

1997 and closed to tourist. After 

the end of the war it was listed as 

safe in 2004. 

The mountain’s ecosystem is one of 

the largest and most significant 

water catchment area in Uganda. A 

combination of beautiful peaks, 

glaciers, valleys, rivers, lakes, 
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various species of flora and fauna make it scenic.  

It is also habitat to several rare and endemic species of the Albertine rift some of which are 

endangered and/or threatened Rwenzori leopard, hyrax and colobus monkey.It is also an 

Important Bird Area (210 sp recorded, 17 Albertine endemics)  

Challenges (Rwenzori): 

• War in DRC impacts on tourism. Although the war in Uganda ended by 2001, the war in 

Congo remained which still impacts on tourism 

• The area was never demined after the war. The land mines were planted by rebels and 

therefore it has not been easy for the army to remove them. 

Solutions to address challenges 

- Trans-boundary Cooperation with DRC to ensure security e.g sharing intelligence 
information , reporting of illegal/rebel activities for army to intervene, frequent patrols 
with the help of the army and collaboration efforts supported by WWF. 

Bwindi: 

Challenges 

• In 1999 Interahamwe rebels killed tourists in the park. 

• The park was closed up to 2001 

• The park is now safe but there are still conflicts in Democratic Republic of Congo 

• This has affected cross boarder tourism that would generate more money to boost  

Impact 

• Gorillas cross to the other side of the border and they risk to be killed 

• Contagious with Sarambwe reserve-no strong presence of ICCN to protect the gorillas. 

They risk being killed 

Strategy: IGCP has supported ICCN to establish an administrative infrastructure to 

strengthen management of the reserve. 
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COTE ‘D IVOIRE  

Management of Parks in Ivory Coast – 

There are eight national parks and six 

reserves. Two of these are in conflict 

area and listed in danger. One of the 

sites was listed because of mining 

activities in 1992, this site is listed as in 

danger as it is linked to Guinea and 

because of lack of proper management. 

Koboe is also listed because of the 

insecurity in 2003. However there are 

several projects developed by the Global 

Environment Facility (GEF) and the World Bank to help manage these parks. (See presentation 

attached at the appendices of this report-  french) 

GUINEA 

 Mt Nimba was registered as a World Heritage Site in 1981. It is situated in an area with rich 

biodiversity and minerals (iron) in West Africa. Exploration of minerals has affected the World 

Heritage Site and yet national laws’ requiring no exploration on such sites is still in existence. 

UNDP and GEF have a project in the area to help protect this site. (See presentation attached at 

the appendices of this report-French) 

MADAGASCAR 

Currently experiencing conflict at the 

highest political level and financial support 

is being withheld by various donors puts a 

lot of WHS under threats. One very 

affected site is the Asinana listed in 2006, 

after only three years it is now under 

threat and might soon be listed as 

endangered; two other key sites could be 

listed as endangered due to 

encroachment and illegal logging. Have 

developed a survey to understand the 

organization of illegal logging and come up with a solution. (See presentation attached at the 

appendices of this report-french) 
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NIGER 

Most reserves have been affected by environmental degradation. These reserves are also 

human settlement areas for nomads. Several projects have taken place here that encourages 

community participation. Demand for natural resources is growing every day and some species 

are almost extinct e,g ostriches were 1000 or more but now they are only two left. Mining is 

also slowly growing (Uranium). Local civil rebellion is also a big crisis. This region is rich in 

resource especially mineral resource leading chronic instability. It’s a region where no work can 

go on at the moment. (See presentation attached at the appendices of this report-french)  

 

Presentation from TARA by Terry Little: Chief Operation Officer 

Niger (Dabous): Has life size engravings dating 

6-700 year old. TARA is working with and 

encouraging local nomadic communities, 

training them to make the sites more accessible 

for tourism in order to generate income and 

also safeguard them. 

Since 2007, the tourism industry has been 

destroyed. Key questions: issues of ownership 

of land and mineral rights and equitable 

distribution. Areas are rich in Uranium 

therefore attracting a lot of international 

interest. Awareness has been raised and from 

world monument fund 75,000 dollars has raised 

so far for conservation effort in this area.  

Iwellene: Rich in natural resources that have led 

to source of war and conflict. How do we work with huge multi-nationals involved in extraction 

of these resources? Need to come up with a best case scenario to handle this. 

Morroco (Experience in Draa Valley which is not yet a national heritage site)-Problem here is 

intensive theft and vandalism. In some sites 80 – 90% has been removed thus highlighting the 

importance of documentation.  
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Somaliland: Plans are in progress to undertake a documentation survey in Somaliland courtesy 

of UNESCO. Somaliland does not yet have a World Heritage Site. Moreover Somaliland is not 

recognized as a state thus a big challenge. (See presentation appended to this report) 

 

c) World Heritage Sites in Conflict and Post Conflict Regions in Africa: Case Study, Kenya. 

Presentation by Dr. Mzalendo 

Kenya has four World Heritage Sites: Lamu Old Town, Mt Kenya. Lake Turkana National Park, 

Sacred MijiKenda Kaya forests. 

Challenges faced by these Sites include: 

-Human encroachment on 

boundaries which intensified 

during conflicts e.g. Lake Turkana 

National Park. During peace 

negotiations communities try to 

utilize the opportunity for their 

own benefit 

-Management systems lacking or 

not fully implemented; 

sometimes good management 

plans are in place but funds are 

diverted. 

-Outbreak of armed conflict- some communities constantly raid each other and during major 

conflict they take advantage and also raid the world heritage sites. 

-Poverty-Proper conservation measures must address poverty in areas where the sites are 

situated. 

-Property development in water catchments area like the case of developments in Shella sand 

dunes which is Lamu ‘s Aquifer. 

-Planned development of second port and railway line from Lamu  - these must take cognisance 

of the impact of such activities on Heritage sites. 
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-Population pressure increasing demands for services, timber and water extraction; little 

understanding of protection of heritage sites when there is need for these. Need to come up 

with best approaches. (See presentation appended to this report). 

 

d) World Heritage Sites in Africa; Conflict and Post Conflict areas by Dr. G. Abungu 

Key Issues to take into consideration 

include: 

-Communities and their needs. It is 
important to put faces on to the heritage 
sites 

-Tools and means of conservation. 

-Economic resources and empowerment. 

-Politics and governance. 

-Training and capacity building. 

-Partnership and cooperation between 
communities, private sector, 
government and heritage institutions. 

 

The Work of UNESCO 

The World Heritage Convention: UNESCO’s 1972 Convention; The listing of sites on the World 

Heritage List is done under  1972 Convention, known as “the Convention Concerning Protection of World 

Cultural and Natural Heritage”, or: “the World Heritage Convention” 

UNESCO could be a means to build peace – UNESCO deals with culture so it can explore peace 

building under this platform. 

Africa is rich in Heritage of diverse nature including various landscapes and findings on the 

origin of man, architecture and people; we must think of conflict beyond the boundaries. It is 

important to look at issues in local and global context. 

Focus should be on what can be done together with the community to protect the Heritage but 

also empower them to realise the importance of these Heritage to them. Engage both the old 

and the young.  
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Conflict resolution and tolerance: Institutes like Robben Island are key examples of sites using 

Heritage to create peace amongst people after post conflict. How do you use Heritage even at 

political levels? 

National Identity: How do you use national Heritage as a form of national identity for ownership 

and protection by the communities and nations?  

Nature and humans:  destruction of nature by humans also destroys the heritage. 

Need of documentation: With the current effects of climate change, it is not know how long 

Heritages fragile like Rock Art will continue to exist. 

30% of World Heritage Sites in Danger are in Africa. Why should we wait for conflict then 

resolve conflict related conservation problems. 

Of all the sites on the danger list, only one is cultural that is Kilwa in Tanzania (which is not a 

conflict or post conflict area). 

Problems facing WHS: neglect; illegal commercial exploitation, hunting, human habitation 

related to population pressure; grazing, mining and climate change. There is also lack of 

management plans and where they exist they are not implemented. So how do we use the 

political structures to deal with these issues? (See presentation appended to this report) 

 GENERAL COMMENTS BY PARTICIPANTS ON PRESENTATION  

 It is important to note that culture is dynamic but the big question is how it can be 
integrated within strategies and plans. 

 All Heritage sites have a connection to conflict. Conflict influences even the sites not 
directly affected by conflict and this must be taken into consideration. 

 Are there enough heritage experts and practitioner who can be deployed with peace 
keeping missions to look at heritage issues e.g. resource availability, interventions being 
put in place should be flagged. Expertise is available in the continent but where do they 
go? There is need to use the available expertise in the right way. Role of heritage must 
be appreciated by the governments for this to happen. 

 With or without conflict, Heritage is not priority for most governments in Africa.   

 Capacity building and training has been done all over, it’s not an issue of technical 
expertise, it is more of management issues. Training in management is also key as they 
are the decision and policy makers. 

 It was suggested the best approach is to pick up key lessons on successful cases as 
presented by different countries. Also work on institutional weaknesses using peer 
review.  

 On definition of conflict; what really do we mean? There are varied contexts of conflict in 
Africa and this should be clearly defined.   
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 There is slow progress of heritage institutions. Many fail to expand and are still based on 
colonial legacies. Look at what we have done with the services of those experts trained 
and if we have created alternate institutions to accommodate them? Countries like Sri-
Lanka have created such alternative institutions and are making use of their expertise to 
help protect the Heritage. 

 Can organizations like UNESCO and IUCN claim ‘ownership’ of sites in conflict areas to 
protect them? 

 UNESCO and institutions like Criminal Courts should make resolutions and persecute 
those who destroy Heritage sites. It is not always that the local communities destroy 
sites but mainly foreigners from other countries, thus international sanctions should be 
applied. 

 Expertise in Culture and National Heritage are not enough in most government 
management (Decision making) levels in Africa. There is also some inadequacy in 
preparing the experts to work in the field. There is need to help them adapt to the 
contexts of communities they work in e,g culture of the people. Let’s not concentrate in 
the science/technological expertise only. 

 Have statues of World Heritage Sites protected by the United Interventions. There is 
need for action / interventions when these statues are broken. 

 Most endangered WHS are in Africa perhaps because the participation of the 
communities in nominating and drawing up conservations programmes for these sites is 
very minor.  

 The coin has two faces. It is important to look at the success stories too and identify key 
lessons. Conflict will never go away. How can interventions help during the conflicts? 

 Take responsibility, how can we make use of institutions like AWHF and lead Africa deal 
with its problems? 

 There is need to review our interventions and find our which one are matched and 
mismatches. 

 Are we just thinking of nominating more sites even if the current ones are being 
neglected? There is need to first manage the sites we have instead of blowing up 
numbers. 

 It is common knowledge that when a country ratifies an international convention then 
they should change their laws to conform to these conventions- especially where the 
protection of WHS is involved? If not how can we ensure this?  Should we declare 
Heritage destruction a crime against humanity? 

 There is need to focus on the specific instrument of world heritage focus is.  Elements of 
a common framework with great focus on management at different levels sites and 
institutional capacity, national leadership levels and community levels. It is also 
important to remember how different the sites are. 

 Let us focus on the ways in which the conventions work; committee decisions and tools 
and programmes to support sites works and resources. Recognition of people working on 
the sites is also important. Also look for ways of working outside the boundaries of the 
sites (wider area). 
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SESSION TWO 

GROUP PRESENTATIONS: 

Group One: 

 

 

 

 

Definition of conflict:  

• It is an area where peace (or thread of continuity) has been broken for a considerable 

period of time by disagreements, misunderstandings, provocation, disrespect of laws 

(customs, traditions) and regulation to an extent that it impacts negatively on the 

people, heritage, environment in general and the institutional infrastructure.  

• It is an area in the process of recovering from a conflict and trying to reestablish the 

peace (thread of continuity in people’s daily life) by reconciliation between those that 

were in conflicts and trying to recover affected heritage and institutional infrastructure.  

Areas that could create conflicts include: Political tension; Religious; Ethnic; Security; Social 

economic unbalance (Poverty);Climatic change; People migration; Encroachment (land 

use);Resources exploitation; Ownership; Trans-boundary issues. (Presentation appended to this 

report) 

 

Group two  

 

 

 

Definition of conflict 

 It could be defined as a state whereby there is a lack of shared values, vision, consensus, 

social cohesion and it is often associated with anger, killings, intelligence  gathering, crime 

and many forms of illegal activities,  it could be in many forms:  

 Local conflict or internationally recognized conflict? 

Group One members: Jacob Nyangila, Gamini Wijesurija, Allen Putney, Mr. Camara 

Sekouba, Mr. Siddo Salissou, Geoffrey Mahachi, Amel Awad Mukhtar Nasir , Jimbi Katana, 

Amiyo J Amiyo. 

 

Group two members: Justine Namara,Donatius Kamamba,Guy Suzon Ramangason, Pauline 

Ngobobo, Leila Maziz,Fundisile Mketeni,Raditshaba Mahasha,Col. Lambert Kahiba, 

Hoseah Wanderi,Tim Badman. 
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 Political (Armed conflict, suppression, etc…) 

 Over resources use (land, water, etc…) 

 Ethnic, religious, etc…  

 Driven by different interests, groups and beliefs 

Post conflict:  It is a state of negotiation, reconciliation, consensus building, mediation and 
political buy-in. Characterized by the following:  

 Readiness to move forward 

 Meeting of minds 

 Road map 

 Elements of support 

 Collaboration and working together 

 Political buy in 

However it is dangerous to define conflict and post-conflict situations. We should rather 
concentrate on the definition of sites “under serious threats”. 

Countries in conflict 

They have the following characteristics: 

 Lack of common vision  

 Heritage not a priority 

 Lack of political agreement 

 No institutional framework 

 Lack of regulatory framework 

 Lack of capacity 

 Destruction of heritage 

 No social cohesion 

 Brain Drain 

Countries in ongoing conflict situations: Democratic Republic of the Congo, Rwanda, Somalia, Sudan, 

Central African Republic and Cote d’Ivoire. 
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Countries in post-conflict have the following characteristics: 

 Recovery plan 

 Common vision 

 Agreement 

 Political Buy-in and support 

 Skills plan 

 Social cohesion 

Countries in post conflict situations: Zimbabwe, Kenya, Guinea, Guinea Bissau and Madagascar. 

Presentation appended to the report 

 

 Group three:   

 

 

 

Definition looked at on a border aspect of social, political, religious, psychological, and 

economical and biodiversity related issues. 

Conflict is the gross total of all factors that trigger social, political, religious, biodiversity, 

cultural, economical and psychological negative impacts in a way that erodes/ corrodes the ouv 

of the WHS in question.”  

Risks emanating from conflict situations in relation to the management of the World Heritage 

Sites (WHS) 

1. Destruction of infrastructure 

2. Malfunctioning /ineffective management systems of the WHS (financial, human 

resources) 

3. Long term loss of the OUV in relation to the sacredness of the site 

4. Placing of the site on the danger list and eventual deletion of the site (property) 

from the WHS list. 

Group three members : Gonto Gbassaha, Zanno u Moise,Geoffroy Mauvais, Mzalendo 

Kibunjia, Edward Msyani,Terry Little, Mr. Bruno O.P. Kwasange, Michael Kipkeyo, Noeline 

Raondary, Lynette Van Damme. 
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5. Loss of national pride 

6. Loss of tourism (tourist numbers visiting the area, revenue, awareness, the loss of 

the world heritage site brand and its associated benefits and its economic values)  
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SESSION THREE 

 

STRATEGY AND SCOPE 

a) Presentation on the challenge of safeguarding WH sites in time of conflict and post-

conflict: A case study of Democratic Republic of Congo: Promoting and Preserving World 

Heritage in the Democratic Republic of Congo -  Ms. Leila Maziz. 

Facts and figures on DRC 

• Second largest contiguous forest in the World and remains largely intact; 

• Considered as one of the most important countries in Africa in terms of biological 
diversity; 

• 5 World Natural Heritage located in its territory; 

• DRC shares borders with 9 countries. 

Issues affecting WHS in the DRC: 

• Massive influx of Rwandese refugees into Virunga National Park; 

• Presence of armed groups in the protected areas; 

• Increase of the pressure on natural resources; (poaching, mining, charcoal 
production, etc.) 

• Incapacity of ICCN to maintain communication/contacts with its field staff based 
in the eastern part of the country; 

Objectives of the programme:  

• Direct support to field staff  

•  Diplomatic support to facilitate the work in a region of conflict  

•  Training  

•  Ecological monitoring of the sites 

•  Involve the local communities in the conservation of the sites 

•  Mobilise financial support for the sites  
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What has been achieved 

• Alert international authorities concerning the threats to World Heritage sites in the DRC; 

• Safeguard the integrity of the WHS despite the conflict; 

• Raise the financial support needed to fund the phase III (Phase II is currently under 

implementation) of the project “Biodiversity Conservation in regions of armed conflict 

…” (See presentation appended to this report) 
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SCOPE AND STRATEGY; RECOMMENDATIONS (ACTION PLAN AN WAY FORWARD) 

Project Title: World Heritage Sites in countries affected by conflict  
 
Definition: To work in countries recognized in international definitions as conflict or post conflict 
(AWHF to work on this) 
 
Possible priority conflict and post conflict countries  
 
Conflict and Post-conflict Countries - with World Heritage Sites. 

 DRC – (post conflict, according to the discussions at the workshop, but recognized 
significant crisis remains) 

 Uganda (post conflict, not in conflict situation) 

 Sudan 

 Central African Republic 

 Cote d’Ivoire (post conflict, not conflict) 

 Niger (instability in north of country – post conflict) 

 Zimbabwe (Post conflict) 

 Kenya (Post conflict) 

 Guinea 

 Madagascar (post conflict) 
 
List of the activities to be included in the programme 

 Should relate to the discussions that have taken place in the World Heritage Committee. 

  Assist countries to implement the requests and requirements of the World Heritage 
Committee. 

 Avoid degeneration of WH Sites to a level where they will be classified as sites in danger. 

 Efforts should focus on State of Conservation (SOC) reports.   
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Activities\Interventions that could be included 
 
Overall objective is to restore sites to the desired State of Conservation. 
 
1) Capacity redevelopment – training.  
2) Infrastructure redevelopment – equipment.  
3) Situation assessment and documentation pre and post conflict – new baseline information 

on site condition, and impacts on communities\people.  
4) Reestablishing monitoring regimes.  
5) Management plan. reestablished, and with focus on urgent actions for recovery (Emergency 

Action Plan) prior to establishing a “normal” management plan  
6) Conflict management – specialized training.  
7) Specific conservation activities and special projects (site specific) 
8) Mechanisms to cope with state incapacity to maintain institutions (e.g. salary payment for 

eco-guards) 
9) Tackle separation of natural and cultural heritage management. 
10) Cross border initiatives, enabling and supporting cross border management such as 

coordinated patrolling, harmonizing legislation and management. 
11) Practical guideline for site managers at times of disaster – what needs to be done, 

workshops to enable sites and decision takers to be prepared. 
12) Legal mechanisms to protect heritage during conflicts 
13) Initiate pilot projects to look at the Statement of OUV and Desired State of Conservation 

(official requirements of World Heritage Committee needed to assess the removal of the 
site from the list of WH in Danger). 

14) Community engagement - to take ownership of the conservation of the sites. 
15) Engagement of decision makers, awareness of the importance of the protection of the Site 
16) Publicity of situation and effects at WH sites to attract international attention for issues 

affecting the site. 
17) Obtaining sustainable finance. 
18) Establishing transition plans from support provided for recovery, to phase out of these 

additional funds and return to normality. 
19) Mechanisms to make sure interventions is not business as usual and are proactive in 

relation to the needs under crisis – establishment of indicators of success of project 
interventions; e.g.  removal of sites from Danger List, avoidance of addition to the Danger 
List linked to a timeframe 

 
*Task team to develop a tentative programme for AWHF based on the above, to be circulated 
for further comment before programme is finalized.  Priorities should be set for sites. 
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 Priority setting criteria 

 In countries identified as included in the priority areas for the project. 

 Helping states and sites to implement what the Committee has requested (eg Desired 
State of Conservation, Statements of OUV, High Level meetings, actions in specific 
decisions, trans-boundary sites where regional approach is needed) 

 Ensuring that better information passes to WHC and Advisory Bodies to know what is 
already happening on the ground (to ensure the recommended decisions are better 
informed and of better quality) 

 Willingness of the State to participate 

 Ability to make a difference through the intervention of the programme  

 Avoid duplication of efforts already underway 

 (Availability of funding) 

 Responses need to take account of what is effective in each local situation – eg actions 
to secure sites during conflict and lobby for protection during conflict.   

 In post conflict programme could be addressed to the WH Committee – keep Committee 
informed. 

 Prioritise country by country – countries have the responsibility to decide their priorities 
and address these to the Fund. 

 Focus on underrepresented sites on the World Heritage List and which are also under 
threat, could be useful to select sites that are important in terms of representitivity. 
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PRIORITIES FOR ACTION AND NEXT STEPS 
 

1. Cluster the proposed activities … under People, Heritage/Sites and Institutions  
2. Goal: To retain the Outstanding Universal Value of World Heritage Sites in countries 

affected by conflict. 
 
Timeline: 2010-2015 
 

Objective A: Strengthening/rehabilitating the overall institutional infrastructure to enable 
site conservation and management. 
  
Key activities (staff, equipment, training) 
 

1) Capacity redevelopment to reestablish skilled personnel 
2) Mechanisms to cope with state incapacity to maintain institutions (eg salary payment) 
3) Practical guidelines for site managers at times of disaster – what needs to be done, 

workshops to enable sites and decision takers to be prepared (also links to legal) 
4) Specialized training in conflict management (Mweka College) 
5) Infrastructure redevelopment – provision of essential resources and equipment  
6) Institutional strengthening to ensure integrated natural and cultural heritage management 

 

Objective B: Establish/Reestablish and/or enhance monitoring and documentation systems 
 
Key activities 
 

7) Situation assessment and documentation pre and post conflict – new baseline information 
on site condition, and impacts on communities\people 

8) Reestablishing monitoring regimes 
9) Pilot projects to look at the Statement of OUV and Desired State of Conservation (official 

requirements of World Heritage Committee needed to assess the removal of the site from 
the list of WH in Danger). 

 

Objective C: Support planning to respond to emergencies and reestablish effective 
management systems and implementation. 
 
Key activities 
 

10) Management systems reestablished, and with focus on urgent actions for recovery 
(Emergency Action Plan) prior to establishing a “normal” management plan  

11) Establishing transition plans from support provided for recovery, to phase out of these 
additional funds and return to normality (group with 10) 

12) Specific conservation activities and special projects (site specific) 
13) Support for cross border initiatives, enabling and supporting cross border management such 

as coordinated patrolling. 
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Objective D: Develop and institutionalize legal frameworks to protect World Heritage Sites in 
times of conflict 
 
Key activities 
 

14) Legal mechanisms to protect heritage during conflicts (part of preparedness)  
15) Harmonizing legislation and management to deal with transboundary issues. 

 

Objective E:  Reduce the negative impacts of conflicts on populations in and around World 
Heritage Sites 
 
Key activities 
 

16) Community engagement ... to commit to the conservation of the site 
17) OTHER ACTIONS- devise strategies and mutually beneficial partnerships to support 

communities affected, benefits to communities and support site conservation  linked to WH 
Sites (not duplicating wider work of development agencies). 

18) Link World Heritage management to wider strategies to support communities affected by 
conflicts. 

19) National strategies to fairly allow the participation of the community… 
 
To strengthen this objective, need to address the impact on populations/people and community 
involvement and participation.  
 

 
 

Objective F: Pursue heritage and conservation diplomacy and political and resource 
commitment 
 
Key activities 
20) Publicity of situation and effects at WH sites, obtain international attention for issues being 

faced (includes the support for High Level meetings) 
21) Engagement of decision makers, NGOs, awareness of the importance of the protection of 

the Site. 

 

Objective G on Finance:  

22) Obtaining sustainable finance 
23) Engaging NGO and private sector funders. 
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CROSS CUTTING ACTIVITY 

Mechanisms to make sure interventions are not business as usual and are proactive in relation 

to the needs under crisis – establishment of indicators of success of project interventions.  For 

example removal of sites from Danger List, avoidance of addition to the Danger List linked to a 

timeframe 

Monitoring Mechanisms 
 

i) World Heritage monitoring (reactive and reinforced monitoring): need to use the 
existing mechanisms of the Convention wherever possible. Also need to raise 
awareness of existing monitoring mechanisms.  This could also increase the 
opportunity for countries to review and reply to issues raised by the Committee; 

ii) Project monitoring and reporting. AWHF would also monitor and evaluate the 
project activities, and to report to the donors and AWHF board, and to the 
Committee; 

iii) National monitoring mechanisms for World Heritage Sites. Institutions and 
countries where the sites are located should play their role to monitor and report 
within the country on their sites (existing national monitoring and reporting 
mechanisms).  Where countries affected by conflicts do not have these mechanisms 
and processes the project could play the role to help establish the necessary 
monitoring systems.  This could imply recommending monitoring tools, and training 
sites and states in their use.  The idea was also to establish these institutionally 
within countries.  (These mechanisms also enable contribution to Periodic Reporting 
and reactive monitoring.) 

2) Reporting mechanisms - could be a platform (internet/newsletter) for reporting back on 
progress on the projects.   

 

CLOSSING REMARKS 

Dr. Webber Ndoro (Africa World Heritage Fund) 

Dr W. Ndoro thanked members for their very useful ideas. He went further to say that in the 

next few months a more concrete project document will be developed and circulated to all the 

members for comments.   

Dr. G. Abungu (Kenya Representative to the World Heritage Committee) 

Dr. G. Abungu thanked members for their attendance and participation in the important 

meeting by discussing issues of importance to the continent. He also thanked the organizers for 

the initiative and pointed out that the meeting went beyond the walls to influence discussions 

on heritage. He was optimistic that more areas of collaboration will be developed. Finally he 

emphasized that Kenya is willing to work with all partners. 
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Appendix 1  

List of Participants 

 Name Email Address Organization  

1 JACOB NYANGILA jacobn@dbsa.org  AWHF 

2 WEBBER NDORO webberN2@dbsa.org  AWHF 

3 GAMINI WIJESURIJA gw@iccrom.org  ICCROM 

4 ALLEN PUTNEY putney.allen@att.net  IUCN - World Commission on 

Protected Areas 

5 ALI KAKA ali.kaka@iucn.org  IUCN - EARO 

6 MR. CAMARA SEKOUBA  sekouba_ca@yahoo.fr   

7 MR. SIDDO SALISSOU  salissou_siddo@yahoo.fr   

8 GEOFFREY MAHACHI natmus@utande.co.zw  National Museums of Zimbabwe  

9 TIM BADMAN  tim.badman@iucn.org  IUCN - Switzerland 

10 AMEL AWAD MUKHTAR 

NASIR  

amelsah@hotmail.com  National Cooperation for Antiquities 

and Museums, Sudan. 

11 JIMBI KATANA jimbikatana@yahoo.com  National Museums of Kenya 

12 JUSTINE NAMARA justine.namara@ugandawildlife.org  Uganda Wildlife Authority 

13 DONATIUS KAMAMBA donatiuskamamba@yahoo.com  Monuments of Tanzania  

14 GUY SUZON RAMANGASON dg@madagascar.national.parks.mg  Madagascar National Parks  

15 PAULINE NGOBOBO pngoboboiccn@gmail.com  Institut Congolais pur la 

Conservation de la Nature "ICCN" 

Democratic d Republic of Congo 

16 LEILA MAZIZ l.maziz@unesco.org  UNESCO - World Heritage Centre   

17 FUNDISILE MKETENI  fmketeni@deal.gov.za  Ministry of Environment –South 

Africa 

18 RADITSHABA MAHASHA rmahasha@deal.gov.za  Ministry of Environment –South 
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Africa. 

19 LYNETTE VAN DAMME svandamme@sahra.org.za  South Africa Heritage Resource 

Agency (SAHRA) 

20 GONTO GBASSAHA  gontogbassaha@yahoo.fr   

21  ZANNOU MOISE  mzannou@hotmail.com  Monts Nimba  - Côte d’Ivoire 

22 Geoffroy MAUVAIS  geoffroy.mauvais@iucn.org  Coordinator -IUCN PACO 

Ouagadougou Burkina Faso 

23 MZALENDO KIBUNJIA mkibunjia@museums.or.ke  NMK 

24 GEORGE ABUNGU g.abungu@mac.com Okello Abungu Heritage Consultants 

Kenya Representative to the World 

Heritage Committee 

25 EDWARD MSYANI emsyani@mwekawildlife.org  Senior Lecturer/Head of Wildlife 

Department College of Wildlife 

Management (Mweka) - Tanzania 

26 MR. BRUNO O.P. KWASANGE brunokwasange@yahoo.com Ngorongoro Conservation Area 

Authority –Arusha 

27 MICHAEL KIPKEYO kipkeu@kws.go.ke  Kenya Wildlife Service (KWS) 

28 IDLE OMAR FARAH dgnmk@museums.or.ke  National Museums of kenya 

29 AMIYO T. AMIYO amiyo_amiyo@yahoo.com   

30 HOSEA WANDERI hwanderi@museums.or.ke  NMK 

31 TERRY LITTLE terry@africanrockart.org  Trust for African Rock Art (TARA)   

32 NOELINE ROKOTOARISOA n.naondry@unesco.org  UNESCO- Nairobi Office 

33 KHAMATI SHILABUKHA - University of Nairobi 

34 LERMBERT KAHIBA oipr@aviso.ci  Ministry of Environment - Cote 
d'Ivoire 
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Appendix 2 - PROGRAMME 

Day 1 Wednesday 2nd   September 

 

Time Activity 

8.30 – 9.00 am   Registration 

9.00 – 10.00 am  Opening session 

o Welcome Remarks –Director General, National Museums of 

Kenya  

o Introduction of the participants and the program.  

10.00 - 10.30 am Address by the Minister-Hon. William Ole Ntimama, Minister of State 

for National Heritage and Culture. 

10.30 - 11.00 am  Break 

11.00 – 11. 30 am  

 

Remarks by:  

 AWHF 

 IUCN 

 ICCROM 

  Institute for Nature Conservation - Congo (“ICCN”) 

 Trust for African Rock Art (TARA)  

 UNESCO – WHC 

11.30 am -12.45 pm 

 

 

 

 

 

Country presentations: 

o Democratic Republic of Congo  

o Rwanda  

o Zimbabwe  

o Kenya  

o Uganda  

o Sudan  
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o Central African Republic  

o Cote’d Ivoire 

o Guinea 

o Madagascar 

o Niger 

o Morocco, Niger, and Somaliland  (Terry Little) 

12.45 – 13.00 pm  Analysis of African World Heritage Sites in Conflict and Post conflict 

Regions of Africa  

Dr. George Abungu 

13. 00 – 14.00 pm  Lunch Break 

14.00 – 15.30 pm  Group work 
o Definition of Conflict and Post Conflict Areas.  
o What are we referring to? (Political tension, War) 
o Define countries in Conflict and Post Conflict Areas of Africa.  
o Risks emanating from conflict situations in relation to 

management of World Heritage Sites. 
15.30 -16. 00 pm Tea/Coffee Break 

16.00 -17.30 pm Group Work presentations and Discussions  

18.00 pm Welcome Cocktail.  

Day 2 Thursday 3rd   September 

 

Time Activity 

9.00 am – 10.30   Scope and strategy  

(Open Forum)  

o How do we deal with the situation?   

o What needs to be done?.  

o Which areas/sites should we focus on as priority? 

o What priority measures should we take?  

10.30 - 11.00 am  Break 
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11.00 am –12.45pm  (Open Forum) - continued 

12. 45 – 14. 00 pm Lunch Break 

14.00 – 15. 30 pm  

 

Recommendations (Action Plan and way forward] 

o Responsibilities and timeframe: Who should be responsible for 

what? 

o Monitoring mechanism for World Heritage Sites in Conflict and 

Post Conflict Regions. 

o  Reporting  mechanism  

15.30 pm Tea/Coffee Break and Departure 

 

 

 

 


